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The Imitation Game
In January, the RFHCS will be participating
in the Enigma Outreach programme. The
school will have first-hand engagement
with Bletchley Park’s story and related
STEM topics, which will include hands-on
access to the actual Enigma Machine used
in the film, The Imitation Game. The
project will extend to exploring the history
of Bletchley Park as the intelligence centre
of the UK during WWII, an introduction to
code breaking, cyphers and cyber security.
Supporters of the Royal Free School
We have a growing team here, but would
not be able to provide the service we do
without support from the Royal Free
volunteering service and in particular Gill
Hyatt, who is constantly matching us with
a range of fantastic volunteers willing to
give up their time to support the work we
are doing so well as a school, so we’d like
to say a big thank you to our regular
volunteers and supporters who help out
Bryony, Camilla, Matt, Sonia, Anne and Maria
both on the ward and in the classroom.
Speech and Language Intern
Ellie Batman is currently studying at
the University of Minnesota and is
training to become a Speech and
Language Therapist. She started her
internship at the RFHCS in September
and sadly finishes her internship at the
end of this term. Working closely with
the American based developers, Ellie
was leading the innovative MyCognition
Project, which is designed to assess,
develop and enhance the individual
cognitive skills of our pupils taking part.
INSET Day 3 Tues 3 Jan
INSET Day 4 Tues 18 April
INSET Day 5 Fri 21 July
Spring term Wed 4 Jan to Fri 31 March
Summer term Wed 19 April to Fri 21 July
There will be two more one-week half term holidays
beginning: Mon 13 Feb and Mon 29 May

Governor Body Meeting Finance and Premises: 26 Jan, 18 May
Governor Body Meeting Curriculum: 23 Feb, 15, June
Governor Body Meeting Full Governing Body: 30 Mar, 6 July
Andrew Hang Concert Fri 6 Jan
Mad Hatters Tea Party at the Round House Thurs 12 Jan
Art Trip to Saatchi Gallery Mon 23 Jan
Activity Week to Lake District starting Mon July 10
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Message from the Headteacher
We have seen some extraordinary
progress this term with the majority of
the pupils in our Day School really
committing to change and starting to
develop the kind of independence and
resilience they will need to move on
with their futures. As a result of
our success in meeting the needs of
young people facing mental health
challenges, we are looking to develop
our provision to meet the growing
need in this area. In the New Year all
staff and pupils will be putting efforts
into fundraising to support our journey
forward as a school.
The school now publishes a monthly
blog for the Times Educational
Supplement, addressing the challenges
we face as a special school. Have a
good and as restful a break as possible.
Links to the articles can be found here:
https://www.tes.com/news/schoolnews/alternative-provision-focus
Alex Yates

Crohn’s and Colitis Conference
Navigating through the complications of
Access
Arrangements
and
Special
Consideration for exams can be a tricky
process. Crohn’s and Colitis remains one of
the main reasons our young children miss
The Decoration of the Tree
education due to hospital admissions and
The school’s annual contribution to the varying rates of recovery. Vicki Newby, the
season’s festivities. Merry Christmas
hospital’s Specialist Paediatric IBD Nurse,
and Steve Green, the RFHCS’s Deputy Head,
spoke at the recent Crohn’s and Colitis
conference in November, held at White
Hart Lane Football ground to explain how
the impact of missing education can be
minimised, and the steps schools and
families can take to ensure patients are not
disadvantaged before, during or after
examinations. The talk was well-attended
and generated a number of questions from
concerned families and children of all ages.
Dr Daniel Crespi (far left), one of the Royal
Free’s Consultant Gastroenterologist , was
also at hand to help answer questions.
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Meet the Governor
Deborah Woodman has been a member
of the RFHSC’s Governing Body for 5
years. She is the lead governor for
safeguarding and child protection. As a
Consultant Clinical Psychologist at the
Royal Free for the last 7 years,
Deborah’s expertise has provided a
valuable source of insight into matters
relating to child and adolescent mental
health. She is a member of the hospital’s
LGBT network and co-runs a small
supper club which raises money for a
healthcare project in Central America.
Thinking Cards
Thanks to a grant from Camden's
Mental Health in Schools Working
Group, we have produced sets of
'Thinking Cards' designed to identify
and provide practical guidance for
dealing with anxiety. These cards distil
the essential elements of Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy and Mindfulness
into 27 easily remembered phrases
and illustrations. The cards have
proved popular with pupils and
parents alike and you can purchase
your own pack for just £15.
Student Voice
Student Voice met once again on
Monday 21st November to discuss how
their ideas could be incorporated into
how the school is run. Some excellent
discussing from pupils regarding:
• School hoodies
• Further practical activities in lessons
• Collaboratively planning lessons
• Issues associated with drinking coffee
• Organising a charity sale
• Interesting Life and Leisure activities
• The benefits of attending CAMHS

Autumn Term 2
Diabetes Education Day
Last year, in collaboration with the
hospital’s paediatric team, we introduced
an education day for parents and their
children due to make the transition from
primary to secondary school. This year,
the model was developed to administer
and demonstrate a sensor capable of
continuously monitoring blood glucose
levels, thus removing the need to use the
often painful and inconvenient lancets
patients with diabetes know all too well.
Twelve sensors were given out on the
day, and 4 weeks later pupils reported
they were delighted to discard the
lancets.
Plot Ten
This term’s 7 week screenwriting course
produced some intriguing and eye-opening
scripts brought to life through the brilliant
talents of the actors from Plot 10. Taglines
below:
Charley - Harmony between friends is
jeopardized as one of the group becomes
possessed by a hand puppet called Scales.
Quentin’s Executive Producer
Scales is exposed after deciding to poison
all the drinks at a party.
Quentin - An executive film producer and a
struggling writer battle over style and
intellectual property of a disputed script.
Marta - On closer examination, the perfect
couple are not as perfect as they seem.
Jamy - In Mixed Emotions we are invited to
explore the importance of trust in
Creating the scripts
relationships.
Charlotte - A couple recollect the first time
they met and the first date that follows.
Poppy - A relapsed insomniac relives the
horrors generated by a sequence of
sleepless nights
Lilly and Tas - As an impeding zombie
apocalypse awakens, a town is forced to
consider the survival of the fittest.
Poppy’s Relapse

